Xperio UV™ Polarized Sun Lenses

The best vision under the sun. The protection and durability that your patients need with the range of fashion options they want.

Experience the benefits of Xperio UV polarized prescription sun lenses

- Eliminate glare
- Maximum UV protection
- Clarity
- Scratch resistant
- Easy to clean

Vision Web Ordering Guide
VISIONWEB
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS:

Use this ordering guide when ordering Xperio UV™ polarized sun lenses in Gray-1, Gray-3, Gray-Green, Brown-1, Brown-3, Copper and Ruby.

Refer to the Essilor® Sunwear Colors™ VisionWeb Ordering Guide for ordering Essilor Sunwear Colors.

1. Choose the lens design

2. Choose the lens material

For more information on Xperio UV lenses, please contact your Essilor Sales Consultant or visit XperioUV.com